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KAMU – FM 

Quarterly Issues & Programs Report 

 

2022 

 

3rd Quarter 

July 2022 – September 2022 

 

The KAMU local programming focuses on “individual, family, workplace and society” issues in the local community. A 

diverse on-going discussion is provided by the following locally produced program:  

 

Xpress with Doc X MD and Audre RN 

This weekly “live” call-in show focuses on “what would you do” in situations involving relationships, health, law, 

business, politics entertainment and sports situations that test your values in leadership, professionalism, ethics and 

integrity. 

The program is hosted by Dr. Alan Xenakis, MD, ScD, MPH, MS and Audrea Renee-Smith Xenakis, RN. 

 

 

 

 

Additional programs are added as warranted by local concerns such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact on the 

local community, the region and the state.  

KAMU Local Production – all programs are 59 minutes in length 

Xpress with Doc X MD and Audre RN 
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Date:  Time:  Program Description: 

7/5/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

The pain of rising mortgage rates when you're waiting for your home to be built 

Federal judge sides with 3 major drug distributors in a landmark opioid lawsuit 

With Roe v. Wade overturned, doctors expect to see more self-induced abortions 

Worker disappears after he was accidentally paid more than 300 times his salary 

Chevrolet offering $5,900 to $6,300 refunds to electric Bolt owners 

76 million-year-old dinosaur skeleton to be auctioned in NYC 

Couple fined $1,500 for parking in own driveway 

More than 220 shot and killed in U.S. gun violence over July 4 holiday weekend 

 

 

7/12/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

Authors speak out against trend of reading and returning ebooks 

JILL BIDEN SAYS TEXAS HISPANICS AS ‘UNIQUE’ AS ‘BREAKFAST TACOS’ DURING SAN 

ANTONIO SPEECH 

Why this key chance to getting permanent birth control is often missed 

With Roe v. Wade overturned, doctors expect to see more self-induced abortion 

"Smart gun" innovators want to make guns harder to accidentally set off 

Worker disappears after he was accidentally paid more than 300 times his salary 

Chevrolet offering $5,900 to $6,300 refunds to electric Bolt owners 

Couple fined $1,500 for parking in own driveway 

More than 220 shot and killed in U.S. gun violence over July 4 holiday weekend 

 

 

7/19/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topic  

    Is the Supreme Court majority ruling on the law or their personal preference? 

    To avoid states' abortion bans, a doctor proposes a floating clinic 

    Jurors heard opening statements on the first day of the Parkland shooting trial 

    A Colorado farmer makes a sacrifice to keep neighboring farms up and running 

    Worker disappears after he was accidentally paid more than 300 times his salary 

    Couple fined $1,500 for parking in own driveway 

`      

7/26/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topic  

    Encore: A new branch of the military is taking a different approach to fitness 

    Online pricing algorithms are gaming the system, and could mean you pay more 

    7 years went by before an illegal rape kit bill was completely taken care of 

    Navy lieutenant sentenced in Japan causes outcry among family, US lawmakers 

    Worker disappears after he was accidentally paid more than 300 times his salary 
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    Couple fined $1,500 for parking in own driveway 

Adele concert tickets surge up to $40K, Bruce Springsteen’s prices soar to $4K as fans 

express outrage 

    Day 7 of Parkland School Shooter Death Penalty Trial 

    76 million-year-old dinosaur skeleton to be auctioned in NYC 
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8/2/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

    Jailed arms dealer Bout, 'the Merchant of Death,' may be swapped for 2 Americans 

    Chippewa Tribe members in Minnesota consider whether to continue blood quantum 

    China says if Pelosi visits Taiwan, it would be met with very serious consequences 

    How the U.S. took out an al-Qaida mastermind despite having no boots on the ground 

    Biden says the U.S. killed top al-Qaida leader and key Sept. 11 plotter 

    Encore: Bill Russell, basketball legend with record 11 NBA titles, dies at 88 

    Blood pressure medication, among others, can complicate heat-related illness 

    Sprite ditches its iconic green bottle but Environmentalists say it's not enough 

 

 

8/9/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

    The FBI conducted a search at ex-President Trump's Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida 

    A 'staggering' number of people couldn't get care during the pandemic, poll finds 

    The Senate passes the Inflation Reduction Act and it moves on to the House 

    Texas and Arizona are sending migrants to D.C. without formal support in place 

Americans fear IRS will use Inflation Reduction Act funding to audit average and lower-

income taxpayers 

 

8/16/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

School districts across the country are trying to make classrooms more inclusive. But 

misinformation, sometimes spread by top elected officials, is fueling fears of a hidden 

agenda 

    A book on laughter and how it brings out our most authentic selves 

    A man who held up a bank demanding his own money becomes an unlikely hero 

    Some 2,000 mental health care clinicians in California are on strike 

    Coastal towns are making It more difficult for the public to get to the shore 

    Gravel bike racing focuses on diversity and inclusion and its popularity soars 

    This group's wiped out $6.7 billion in medical debt, and it's just getting started 

Health care workers win $10M settlement over hospitals' COVID vaccine mandate: 'This 

is a big wakeup call' 

     

 

8/23/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

 

    Election contests to watch tonight, Tuesday, in Florida, New York and Oklahoma 

    An $18,000 biopsy? Paying cash might have been cheaper than using her insurance 

    Lawyers for the Parkland school shooter make the case for him not to be executed 

    Candidates who deny the 2020 presidential election results are winning races 

    After decades of public service, Anthony Fauci will step down in December  
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A change to Florida's ballot signature review creates headaches for local officials 

Released during COVID, some people are sent back to prison with little or no warning 

Coastal towns are making It more difficult for the public to get to the shore 

This group's wiped out $6.7 billion in medical debt, and it's just getting started 

Health care workers win $10M settlement over hospitals' COVID vaccine mandate: 'This 

is a big wakeup call' 

Private divers recover missing California teen's likely remains: We are a 'voice for the 

voiceless' 600,000 missing people 

 

 

8/30/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics  

    Examining President Biden's student loan forgiveness program 

    What You Need to Know About Biden’s Student Loan Forgiveness Plan 

    Who qualifies for loan cancellation? 

    Largest U.S. auto market is moving away from the internal combustion engine 

President Biden going prime time on Thursday to spotlight fight to protect democracy 

following jabs at ‘MAGA Republicans’. He will warn America’s freedoms remain ‘under 

attack’ in his prime-time address. 

    Schools across the country offer teachers more money to staff their classrooms 

    Republican politicians are critical of Biden's voluntary farm conservation plans 

    The Biden administration is handing COVID costs to the healthcare industry 

    Coastal towns are making It more difficult for the public to get to the shore 

    This group's wiped out $6.7 billion in medical debt, and it's just getting started 

 Health care workers win $10M settlement over hospitals' COVID vaccine mandate: 'This 

 is a big wakeup call' 
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9/6/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics  

    Purdue's reputation for affordability results in substantial growth for the school 

Remainder of show will discuss ethical issues involved and highlighted with Funny 

Feelings Biases 

 

 

9/13/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

Inflation cooled a bit last month, thanks in part to falling gasoline prices, but for many 

families, there's another major strain on their household budget: soaring electricity bills 

Thousands of nurses in Minnesota walked off the job Monday to protest being 

understaffed and overworked. The nurses are demanding among other things higher 

wages 

    Insulin costs increased 600% over the last 20 years. States aim to curb the price 

Remainder of show will discuss ethical issues involved and highlighted with Funny 

Feelings Biases 

 

9/20/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

    Has J&J tried to block lawsuits from 40,000 cancer patients? A court wants answers 

    Hong Kong man arrested after paying tribute to queen 

Why Biden Was Seated Far Behind Other World Leaders at Queen's Funeral. Calculated 

political decision, or instead decided by royal protocol? 

MSNBC figures, Democrats call for DeSantis, Abbott to be prosecuted over 'human 

trafficking' claims 

Florida Gov Ron DeSantis sent two planes of illegal immigrants to Martha's Vineyard as 

part of program 'to transport illegal immigrants to sanctuary destinations' 

Remainder of show will discuss ethical issues involved and highlighted with Funny 

Feelings Biases 

     

9/27/2022 7:00pm  Call-In Audience Main Discussion Topics 

    Encore: When teens threaten violence, a community responds with compassion  

    What meaningful action could the United Nations take to help Ukraine? 

     California struggles with who pays for public charging stations for electric cars 

Migration Policy Institute discusses which states shoulder the burden of immigration 

Remainder of show will discuss ethical issues involved and highlighted with Funny 

Feelings Biases 

  

 

 


